Light Meson decays provide a unique laboratory to probe fundamental QCD symmetries and to search for new physics beyond the Standard Model. A comprehensive Primakoff experimental program at Jefferson Laboratory (Jlab) is aimed at gathering high precision measurements on the two-photon decay widths and transition form factors at low Q 2 of π 0 , η and η via the Primakoff effect. Completed experiments on the π 0 radiative decay width at Jlab 6 GeV, and planned measurements of η and η at Jlab 12 GeV will provide sensitive probes to test the chiral anomaly and to study the origin and dynamics of chiral symmetry breaking. On the other hand, a recently developed Jlab Eta Factory (JEF) experiment will measure various η decays with emphasis on rare neutral modes. Compared to all other existing or planned experiments in the world, the JEF experiment offers a clean data set for rare η decays to neutral modes with a factor of two orders of magnitude reduction in backgrounds. These results will offer sensitive hadronic probes for weakly-coupled new forces, such as a dark force via a leptophobic dark V B -boson or a new C-violating, P-conserving force. An overview of these experimental activities and their physics impacts will be discussed.
Introduction
There are two major challenges in contemporary physics: QCD confinement and new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). The system of light neutral pseudoscalar mesons π 0 , η and η provides sensitive probes to investigate both fundamental issues. The symmetries of QCD at low energy are manifested in their most unambiguous form in the sector of light pseudoscalar mesons. While π 0 and η are Goldstone bosons due to spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, η is not a Goldstone boson due to the U(1) A anomaly. There is a second type of axial anomaly driving the two-photon decays of π 0 , η and η . This system harbors fundamental information about the effects of isospin or SU(3) symmetry breaking. It opens a new window to determine the fundamental parameters of QCD in a model-independent manner, such as the light quark-mass ratio and the mixing angle of η-η . In addition, η is an eigenstate of P, C, CP, and G (I G J PC = 0 + 0 −+ ). Its strong and electromagnetic decays are either anomalous or forbidden to the lowest order due to P, C, CP, G-parity and angular momentum conservation. This enhances the relative importance of higher order contributions, making the rare η decays a sensitive hadronic probe for weaklycoupled new forces, such as a dark force via a leptophobic dark V B -boson or a new C-violating, P-conserving force. Precision measurements of the light pseudoscalar meson decays will provide a unique laboratory to test fundamental symmetries and probe new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM).
The availability of a high duty factor, high precision, continuous electron beam at Jefferson Lab 6&12 GeV offers a great opportunity to perform precision measurements. There have been on-going experimental programs focusing on precision measurements of light mesons at Jlab. An update on the status of these experimental activities is given below.
Primakoff Experimental Program at Jlab
In the past decade, the PrimEx collaboration has developed a comprehensive experimental program to perform high precision measurements on the two-photon decay widths and transition form factors at low Q 2 of π 0 , η and η via the Primakoff effect. The completed experiments on the π 0 radiative decay width (PrimEx-I and PrimEx-II) at Jlab 6 GeV, and the other planned measurements at Jlab 12 GeV, will offer insight into our understanding of the chiral anomaly, chiral symmetry breaking, and their relationships to the QCD confinement.
Neutral pion lifetime measurements at Jlab 6 GeV
The two-photon decay of π 0 reveals one of the most profound symmetry issues in QCD, namely, the explicit breaking of a classical symmetry by the quantum fluctuations of the quark fields when they couple to a gauge field. This phenomenon, called anomalous breaking [1] , is of pure quantum mechanical origin and can be calculated exactly to all orders. The predicted anomalous π 0 → γγ decay width [1] [2] is found by expanding the QCD chiral Lagrangian to first order in the pion field, yielding
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Liping Gan which has no adjustable parameters. The decay width given above is exact in the chiral limit (except for an experimental uncertainty contribution from the pion decay constant f π = 92.21 ± 0.02 ± 0.14 MeV [3] ). Since the mass of the π 0 is the smallest in the hadron spectrum, high order corrections to this prediction due to the non-vanishing quark masses are small (∼4.5%) and can be calculated with sub-percent accuracy. Stimulated by the PrimEx project, several independent theoretical calculations have been published in the past decade and are shown as the shaded bands in Fig. 1 . These calculations are performed either in the framework of chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) up to O(p 6 ) (NLO) [4, 5] (NNLO corrections are considered in [6] ) or based on QCD sum rules [7] , and are consistent with an estimated theoretical uncertainty of ∼1%. This offers one of the very few unique opportunities to test confinement QCD precisely. [1] ). The left hand side shaded band is the recent QCD sum rule prediction [7] and the right hand side shaded band is the next-to-leading order chiral theory predictions [4, 5] . The experimental results with errors from the left are for: (1) the direct method [9] ; (2, 3, 4) the Primakoff method [10, 11, 12] ; (5) published PrimEx-I result [13] . The last point on the right represents the expected error for the PrimEx-II experiment arbitrarily plotted to agree with the leading order prediction.
The existing experimental results (prior to PrimEx) quoted by the Particle Data Group [8] are shown in Fig. 1 as open circles. These results have large dispersion and their average value is 7.84 ± 0.56 eV with a 7% error, which is below the higher order theoretical predictions. In addition, the most precise measurement of the π 0 decay width, prior to the PrimEx experiment, used the direct method of measuring the mean decay length of the π 0 [9] . Their result with the quoted 3.1% total uncertainty is ∼ 4σ lower than the ChPT predictions [4, 5, 6] . The following three data points shown in Fig. 1 were done by using the Primakoff method, however, they have large individual uncertainties. The proposed PrimEx measurement at the 1.4% accuracy level fills this important experimental gap.
The PrimEx experiment measures the π 0 → γγ decay width via small angle coherent photoproduction of the π 0 in the Coulomb field of a nucleus, i.e. the Primakoff effect [14] . The production of π 0 's in the Coulomb field of a nucleus by real photons is essentially the inverse of the decay π 0 → γγ, and the cross section for this process thus provides a measure of the π 0 radiative decay width. The Primakoff cross section is peaked at small forward angle and is strongly beam energy dependent (dσ Pr /dΩ ∼ Z 2 E 4 /m 3 ). Consequently, it requires good angular resolution for the pion production angle in the forward direction, and high precision measurements of the energy
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Liping Gan and the rate of incident photons. Based on these requirements, the PrimEx experiment was optimized to make a significant improvement over the previous Primakoff experiments [10, 11, 12] . This was achieved by a combination of a tagged photon beam and a high resolution, high granularity PbWO 4 calorimeter (HYCAL) for detecting the decay photons from π 0 . A pair production luminosity monitor was used for photon flux control during the production. The overall systematic uncertainty on the absolute cross section was verified by dedicated measurements of two QED processes: Compton scattering and e + e − pair production; it was demonstrated to be better than 1.3% from the PrimEx-I data analysis. There were two experiments performed on π 0 . The first experiment (PrimEx-I) on two 5% radiation length (R.L.) targets of 12 C and 208 Pb was performed in 2004. The result from PrimEx-I for the π 0 radiative decay width, Γ(π 0 → γγ) = 7.82 ± 0.14(stat) ± 0.17(sys) eV (shown in Fig. 1 ), was published in 2011 [13] , with a total uncertainty of 2.8%. This result improved the precision of the Particle Data Group average value of Γ(π 0 → γγ) by more than a factor of two [17] . In order to reach the ultimate goal of 1.4% accuracy on the π 0 lifetime and to test QCD higher order corrections, the second experiment (PrimEx-II) was carried out on two 10% R.L. targets of 12 C and 28 Si in fall 2010, with improved beam quality and charged particle background rejection.
The preliminary results of the differential cross sections from the PrimEx-II data are shown in Fig. 2 . Two groups are independently analyzing data to extract the π 0 radiative decay width, and the preliminary result of decay width with a total uncertainty of 1.7% was presented by Gasparian at this workshop. The final result should be expected within a year.
C
28 Si 
Primakoff experiments at Jlab 12 GeV
The 12 GeV Primakoff experimental program [15, 16] includes measurements of the two-
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Probes for Fundamental Symmetries via Light Meson Decays Liping Gan photon decay widths of η and η and the transition form factors of π 0 , η and η at the square of four-momentum transfer Q 2 of 0.001-0.5 GeV 2 /c 2 . As described in the previous section, the π 0 decay offers the most sensitive probe to the chiral anomaly and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in QCD. On the other hand, due to larger masses, η and η decays are more sensitive to the breakings of SU (3) and isospin by the unequal quark masses. SU(3) breaking is primarily manifested by η mixing with η , which contributes significantly in the next-to-leading order term in ChPT calculations. Precision measurements of η and η radiative decay widths will be critical input to determine the η-η mixing angle. All partial decay widths in the η sector are experimentally determined by using the η radiative decay width and their corresponding Branching Ratios (BR). Therefore an accurate result for Γ(η → γγ) will have a significant impact on the determination of the m d − m u quark mass difference by improving the precision of the η → 3π decay width [25, 26] . The measurements of η will lead to a better understanding of the η mass puzzle, and its nature in general. [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] , point 6 is the result of Cornell Primakoff experiment [27] . Point 7 is the expected error for the proposed PrimEx measurement with 3% total error, arbitrarily plotted to agree with the average value of previous measurements.
An approved experiment to measure Γ(η → γγ) (E12-10-011) [23, 24] is currently under preparation at Jlab. The goal of this experiment is to measure the η radiative decay width to a ∼ 3% precision via the Primakoff effect on two light targets, hydrogen and 4 He, using the newly developed GlueX apparatus in Hall D. 1 The previous measurements shown in Fig. 3 were performed using two photon interactions either through e + e − collisions (e + e − → γ * γ * e + e − → ηe + e − ) or via the Primakoff effect. There is a significant difference (at the 3σ level) between these two types of measurements. The proposed PrimEx measurement is aimed to resolve this long standing discrepancy by a new Primakoff experiment. Figure 4 and Figure 5 demonstrate how much the projected new measurement of Γ(η → γγ) at 3% precision could improve the η-η mixing angle and the light quark mass ratio
The measurements of transition form factors of π 0 , η and η at small Q 2 , as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 as examples, will model independently determine the electromagnetic interaction radii 1 A 2% accuracy could be achieved with future Forward Calorimeter upgrade.
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Determination of the Quark Mass Ratio via η → 3π
The fundamental parameter
Since symmetry forbids a contribution directly proportional to Λ QCD or even to m u + m d , there are only a few strong interaction observables that are sensitive to the quark mass difference. In most cases these isospin-violating observables are also affected by electromagnetic effects, so that if one wants to extract information on m d − m u , one has to first calculate and disentangle the contribution due to electromagnetic interactions. For example, in the case of the K + -K 0 mass difference as shown in r.h.s. of Figure 5 , this is problematic and it is therefore difficult to extract phenomenological information on m d − m u .
By contrast, the η → 3π decay is due to almost exclusively to the isospin symmetry breaking part of the Hamiltonian ∼ (m d − m u )(uū − dd)/2. Moreover, Sutherland's theorem [31, 32] forbids
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where M (s,t, u) is a dimensionless factor that is theoretically calculable, and s, t and u are Mandelstam variables.
To determine the quark mass ratio Q, one needs both experimental measurement of the decay width Γ(η → 3π) and theoretical calculation of M (s,t, u). The Γ(η → 3π) is determined using the measured BR and the decay width of the normalization channel Γ(η → γγ). The approved Primakoff experiment (E12-10-11) described in the previous section 2.2 will measure Γ(η → γγ) at ∼ 3% precision, which will make a significant improvement in Q as shown in the l.h.s. of Figure 5 . On the theoretical side, a precise calculation of M (s,t, u) is challenging because the chiral expansion for this decay amplitude does not converge very fast. The main difficulty is the rescattering effects of pions in the S, I = 0 wave. The best solution at hand is to combine ChPT with a dispersion analysis. Some unknown constants, called subtraction constants, enter the calculation and can be fixed from a fit to the experimental Dalitz distribution for η → 3π. The uncertainty due to the experimental Dalitz distributions makes the largest contribution to the total error budget of Q after Γ(η → γγ) [33, 34] . The measurement of the η → 3π Dalitz distributions in the JEF experiment, which will be discussed in the next section 4, will increase the world dataset for the η → 3π Dalitz distributions in both the charged and neutral channels by a factor of ∼ 3 with
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The Jlab Eta Factory (JEF) Experiment
The JEF experimental program "Eta Decays with Emphasis on Rare Neutral Modes: The Jlab Eta Factory (JEF) Experiment" (PR12-14-004) [35, 36] has been recently developed in Hall D. Table 1 summarizes various η decays in the scope of JEF program and the physics highlight. The proposed measurements will increase the world dataset for the η → 3π Dalitz distributions in both the charged and neutral channels by a factor of ∼ 3 with improved systematic uncertainties by using the standard GlueX apparatus. With an upgraded Forward Calorimeter (FCAL-II), the upper limits of branching ratio for rare η decays to neutral modes will be improved by up to two orders of magnitude, and for the first time a sufficient sensitivity will be achieved to map the Dalitz distribution of η → π 0 γγ to probe the scalar meson dynamics in ChPT. Compared to all other facilities in the world, the JEF experiment offers the cleanest dataset for rare η decays to neutral modes with a factor of ∼ 2 orders of magnitude reduction in backgrounds, which is historically the main challenge in rare decays. This will be achieved by the facts that significantly boosted η's are produced through γ + p → η + p with a 12 GeV tagged photon beam, the recoil protons are detected with GlueX detector to reject the non-coplanar backgrounds, and the decay photons are measured in an upgraded forward calorimeter (FCAL-II) with a central region of high-granularity, highresolution lead tungstate crystal insertion. The priority physics campaigns for the JEF experiment are described below.
Search for a sub-GeV leptophobic gauge boson V B
Dark Matter (DM) dominates the matter density in the Universe. Understanding its nature provides one of the strongest motivations for physics beyond SM. The stability of DM suggests that there may be a dark sector consisting of rich symmetry structure with new forces and new particles. Discovery of any of these particles, new forces, and associated symmetries would have significant importance in physics. Additional U(1) gauge symmetry is one of the best motivated extensions of the Standard Model (SM) [38] . A conserved charge can explain the stability of dark matter [39] - [43] . Since the corresponding current conserves all approximate SM symmetries, the coupling strength of DM to SM may exceed the SM weak scale without immediately running into strong constrains imposed by flavor physics and tests of discrete symmetries [44] .
One model in the "Vector" portal from the SM sector into the dark sector that has been widely considered is a new force mediated by an abelian U(1) gauge boson A (dark photon) that couples very weakly to electrically charged particles through "kinetic mixing" with the photon [45] . Searching for a sub-GeV A has drawn world-wide attentions in recent years and has inspired a broad experimental programs in the high-intensity frontier centers [46] . Most of experimental searches for the A are through its decays to e + e − or μ + μ − , which rely on the leptonic coupling of this new force.
Another equally compelling model in the "Vector" portal not covered by the dark photon searches is a new force mediated by a leptophobic gauge V B -boson that couples predominantly to quarks and arises from a new U(1) B baryon number gauge symmetry [47, 48] local gauge symmetry was initially proposed by Lee and Yang back in 1955 [49] and subsequently discussed extensively in the literature [43, 47, 48, 50, 51] . A new U(1) B gauge symmetry provides a natural frame-work for the Peccei-Quinn mechanism in the quark sector for solving a long standing "strong CP problem" [50] . This model has also been motivated in part by the similar cosmological abundances of dark matter and baryonic matter in the Universe, which may point toward a unified baryogenesis mechanism for both types of matter [54] . New baryonic fermions with electroweak quantum numbers are required to cancel the SU ( [44] . On the other hand, a very recent proposal is aimed to explore a possible V B at a few TeV mass range in the semivisible jets at LHC [53] . In the case of the dark matter particle mass m χ > m B /2, it is more sensitive to search for V B directly through observation of the visible final states [44] , which is a main focus of the JEF experiment described below.
Experimental searches for leptophobic bosons at hadron colliders over the last few decades have set upper limits on their couplings for masses in the 50 GeV to 3 TeV range [52, 56, 57] .
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Masses smaller than the pion mass also have very strong constraints from searches for long-range nuclear forces [58] . However, masses around the QCD scale have been nearly "untouched" due to large SM backgrounds [52] . Nelson and Tetradis first proposed to search for a sub-GeV V B -boson through the η decay in 1989 [47] . They assumed that V B → π + π − would dominate for m B > 2m π .
In that case, the signal of V B would be mostly hidden under the ρ meson decay. Tulin demonstrated in his recent article [48] that V B → π + π − is suppressed due to G parity conservation and the leading decay channel is V B → π 0 γ for m π ≤ m B ≤ 620 MeV. This offers a unique experimental opportunity to search for V B in this mass range through the doubly-radiative decay η → π 0 γγ. The new physics decay η → V B γ → π 0 γγ would produce a resonance peak at m B in the π 0 γ invariant mass distribution, while the SM-allowed η → π 0 γγ decay with a suppressed branching ratio of ∼ 2.7 × 10 −4 [56] would be present as the irreducible background in the signal window. The JEF experiment will search for V B -boson in the mass range of 0.14-0.54 GeV through η → γ +V B (→ γπ 0 ). The experimental sensitivity with 100 days of beam time is shown in Fig. 8 . This measurement will improve the existing bounds by two orders of magnitude, with sensitivity to the baryonic fine structure constant α B as low as 10 −7 , indirectly constraining the existence of anomaly cancelling fermions at the TeV-scale. The JEF search for a V B -boson is complementary to other accelerator-based searches for invisible decays, such as newly proposed program at the MiniBooNE neutrino factory [44] ; it is also complementary to ongoing worldwide effort for a dark photon focusing mainly on signatures involving leptons.
Search for a C-Violating, P-Conserving (CVPC) interaction
The CP violation in the SM fails about ten orders of magnitude to account for the observed dominance of matter over anti-matter. Searching for new sources of CP violation is therefore a high priority. Although C is generally assumed to be an exact symmetry in the non-weak interactions, however, it has not been well tested and the current experimental limit is only at 0.3%-0.5% level for the amplitude [61] . The SM forbidden η decays into pions and photons represent some of the few opportunities nature has provided to directly test C invariance in the P-conserving reactions.
As pointed out by Ramsey-Musolf [33, 62, 63] , CVPC interactions are a largely unexplored area of fundamental symmetry tests. Analyzing their effects for light quark systems requires an Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach, as they do not arise at tree-level via renormalizable gauge interactions. Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) measurements test CP violation accompanied by P violation, indirectly constraining CVPC via Electro-Weak (EW) radiative corrections from the standpoint of short distance parity restoration and/or naturalness. In general, EDM measurements place stringent constraints on new CVPC interactions. Exceptions may exist in the presence of a conspiracy or new symmetry at the T-violating and P-conserving (TVPC) matching scale [33, 62] (equivalent to CVPC due to the CPT theorem). If parity remains broken at short distances, the experimental EDM limits do not constrain the existence of a new CVPC interaction. Since the mass hierarchy is a priori unknown (ie, whether the scale of C invariance restoration is above or below the scale of P invariance restoration), only direct searches for the CVPC interactions such as proposed measurements in the η decays are unambiguous [63] .
The JEF experiment will measure the C-violating η decays such as η → 3γ and η → 2π 0 γ to reduce the upper limits of branching ratio by up to 1.5 orders of magnitude. In the meantime, a clean dataset of η → π 0 π + π − will offer an opportunity to test C violation by searching for the
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Probe the scalar dynamics in ChPT
The SM allowed η → π 0 γγ is the only known meson decay which proceeds via a polarizability type of mechanism. It offers a unique opportunity to test high order ChPT [65] . Since η and π 0 being neutral, tree-level contributions to η → π 0 γγ vanish both at O(p 2 ) and at O(p 4 ) in the chiral expansion. The first non-vanishing contributions are the meson loops at O(p 4 ) with either π + π − or K + K − intermediate states. However, rescattering π + π − → π 0 η requires isospin breaking and is strongly suppressed, while kaon loops turn out to be small due to combinatorial factors and the large kaon mass in the denominator [66] . The major contributions to η → π 0 γγ are two O(p 6 ) counter-
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Liping Gan terms in the chiral Lagrangian [66] . This unique window for high order ChPT has inspired many theoretical and experimental studies in the past half century [68] . The proposed JEF experiment will measure the η → π 0 γγ branching ratio and the Dalitz distribution as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , providing a model-independent determination of two O(p 6 ) Low Energy Constants (LEC). [69, 70, 71, 72] . The yellow band is Γ = (0.33 ± 0.08) eV from the most recent unitary ChPT calculation by Oset et al. [73] . Projected JEF measurement with a total error of 5% (in red) is arbitrarily plotted at the CB-MAMI value [71] . The physics impact of η → π 0 γγ goes far beyond these two LEC's [65] . There are 56-94 LEC's at O(p 6 ), depending on the numbers of flavors included in the Lagrangian. Some combinations of those LEC's are known from curvature of the scalar and vector form factors and from ππ scattering, but the only option to determine so many LEC's will be calculation rather than experiment. The most widely used theoretical approach to calculate LEC's uses the meson resonance approximation. Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) has been tested and is well understood [67] ; however, the scalar meson contributions are poorly known since they contribute mostly where loop contributions are also important. The decay of η → π 0 γγ has a unique feature that the shape of the two-photon invariant mass spectrum, dΓ/dM γγ , is sensitive to the role of scalar resonances [74] . As clearly seen in Fig. 10 , the predicted full distribution including the scalar contributions(solid line) has a significant enhancement at higher diphoton invariant masses, as compared to the flatter pure VMD prediction (long-dashed). Therefore a precision measurement of this distribution offers a clean window to understand the interplay of meson resonances at O(p 6 ) ChPT [26] . The projected JEF precision, shown in Fig. 10 , would be sufficient to determine the scalar-VMD interference contribution and distinguish it from the VMD mechanism alone for the first time. It would provide a sensitive probe to test the ability of models such as meson resonance saturation to calculate many other unknown O(p 6 ) Low Energy Constants.
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Precision determination of the quark mass ratio
Reduction of the uncertainty on the quark mass ratio,
, will be achieved by a high statistics measurement in the Dalitz distributions of η → 3π while controlling systematic uncertainties due to relatively flat acceptance and detection efficiency over phase space.
As discussed in the previous section 3, the experimental Dalitz distributions for η → 3π help to constrain the theoretical calculation of M (s,t, u) in order to extract the quark mass ratio. There have been several experimental results published in the recent years from the KLOE, Crystal Ball, and WASA collaborations [75, 76, 77, 78] . The results for the slope parameter, α, in η → 3π 0 are consistent among those measurements. Compared to the charged decay channel, the neutral decay channel provides weaker constraint on theory due to identical final state particles. On the other hand, the current experimental results from the charged channel still have significant discrepancies. The existing experiments were performed with unboosted η's. The energy of the decay particles from η's were relatively small hence the detection efficiency was more sensitive to the detector threshold. The JEF experiment will collect about 20 million of η → 3π events for both neutral and charged channels. The highly boosted η's produced by a 12 GeV photon beam will be less sensitive to the detection threshold and will offer a new result with significantly different systematics in addition to higher statistics. Such cross checks on the systematics are important for understanding the uncertainty on the quark mass ratio Q, a fundamental QCD parameter.
Status of the JEF project
The JEF proposal [36] was submitted to Jlab Program Advisory Committee (PAC) in 2014. The non-rare η → 3π decay can run in parallel to the approved GlueX and PrimEx-eta (E12-10-011) experiments using the standard GlueX apparatus. PAC considered it as "the most compelling physics result and recommends to perform this measurement as a run group with GlueX and experiment E12-10-011" [79] . The GlueX apparatus has been successfully constructed and it was commissioned in fall 2014 and spring 2015. The physics runs will begin in spring 2016. The rare η decays require an upgraded FCAL-II. PAC conditionally approved the rare decay part of physics with a recommendation that "the impact of a discovery in the proposed channels would be enormous, so as not to prevent these studies from running in the near future, we therefore ask that FCAL-II and the associated JEF physics program be fully incorporated to run in parallel with GlueX" [79] . The collaboration is working intensively to explore all possibilities to run the rare decay part JEF program in parallel to the GlueX experiment with an upgraded FCAL-II. An updated JEF proposal will be submitted to PAC in 2016.
Summary
The experimental programs on precision measurements of light pseudoscalar mesons π 0 , η and η have been developed at Jlab. These programs will provide an unprecedented opportunity to understand the confinement QCD and search for new physics beyond the Standard Model.
